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AFREWATCH

Executive summary

This report is the result of an investigation which AFREWATCH conducted in January and
February 2017. The purpose of the investigation consisted in documenting the consequences of the
incident that occurred on September 9, 2016 and in assessing the compensation process that
Sicomines initiated. AFREWATCH is thus revealing to the international community the problems
found and proposing solutions to government and company decision makers.
AFREWATCH documented the current impacts based on field investigation and populations
testimonies regarding the contamination of the soil, vegetable gardens and the Luilu River. The
findings include permanent health problems, especially in several villages. The results of the
investigation confirm that no clean-up action has been taken in any of the areas affected by the
incident. According to populations the investigation team to, the incident severely affected their
living environment and means of subsistence. This report contains claims from communities
demanding the cleaning up of contaminated soil and the compensation of the victims.
The results of this investigation show that compensation was only carried out in the Sapatelo
neighbourhood. However, the consequences of the incident could be seen in the villages of Noa,
Yenge and Sept. Claims by the local communities to State officials and to Sicomines mainly focus
on compensation for the victims and clean-up of the physical environment.
In addition this report shows that the legal and regulatory provisions on protection of the socioeconomic environment and compensation for local communities have not been applied effectively
regarding compensation of the victims and reparation of the environment. AFREWATCH will rely
on this report to make advocacy actions with the support of other groups from the international and
domestic nongovernmental organisations committed to this matter in order to hold the company
liable for the incident and, ultimately, for reparations for the losses and damage suffered by the
victims and the environment.
This investigation revealed that while Sicomines did indeed compensate 24 people affected by the
incident in the village of Sapatelo, other communities were still facing consequences of the incident
and therefore were also entitled to receive compensation. Moreover, the fact that the Luilu River
and the soil have not been cleaned up has a very negative effect on the living conditions of these
communities because their fields, vegetable gardens and the Luilu River constitute their main
source of income.
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II. INTRODUCTION
1. Context
The Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) is a country in Africa with major reserves of natural
resources, including mining, oil and natural gas1. Research has shown that the DRC has 40% of
world mineral reserves, worth US$ 24 trillion2. in minerals, and more than 300 M bbl of oil and
natural gas reserves3 . This explains the significant growth of mining industries throughout the
country, and especially in the provinces.
Reforms undertaken by the government in the early 2000’s, under the aegis of the World Bank,
resulted in the enactment of the Mining Code in 2002 and opening up of the mining sector to
foreign capital4 . The goal of this process was to open up the mining sector to attract more investors
so that commercial use of the country’s mineral resources would contribute significantly to its
economic and social development5 .
It was in this sense that the DRC and a Chinese consortium signed a collaborative agreement called
a “programme for cooperation”67. According to that agreement, the profits from mining operations
would first be used to reimburse mining investments and infrastructure, along with interest on
them8. .

1

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/52117f47e4b01103f3653a0f/t/552239d4e4b0adb698701c36/1428306388155/
Natural+Resources+in+g7%2BCountries_fr.pdf
2
http://www.congoforum.be/upldocs/Ressources%20naturelles%20rapport%20Allemand%20avril%202007.pdf
3
http://postconflict.unep.ch/publications/DRCongo/RDCongo_PCEA_factsheet_French.pdf
4
http://www.leganet.cd/Legislation/Droit%20economique/Code%20Minier/cd-codeminier.pdf
5
Exposé on grounds for Law 007/2002, of 11 July 2002 serving as the Mining Code. In order to mitigate this deficiency, the
legislature had to set up new incentives legislation with procedures for granting mining or quarry rights that were objective, quick and
transparent, that organised tax, customs and exchange statutes. That is the reason for the present Code.
6
http://static.tijd.be/pdf/congochina.pdf
7
Collaboration agreement of 22 April 2008 between the RDC and the Chinese consortium for the development of a mining project
and infrastructure project in the RDC.
8
Article 6.13 of Amendment 3 to the Collaboration Agreement.
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On 26 October 2015, Sicomines began production operations. It planned to produce 125,000 tons of
copper in the first phase and 250,000 tons in the second phase9 .
One year later, the company was faced with the problem regarding the management of its waste
water and toxic waste products. On September 7, 2016, an “incident” occurred at Sicomines and
caused waste spill into the Luilu river. This dumping caused enormous social, economic and
environmental damage to the villages of Sapatelo, Noa, Yenge and Sept. For the purposes of this
investigation, we have interpreted the damage and losses as socio-environmental problems. More
specifically, among the damage to the biophysical environment were destruction and reduction of
biodiversity, pollution of the soil and water, reduced soil fertility, displacement of inhabitants and
the depletion of fishing resources10 .
However, with regard to this matter, the Mining Code contains provisions that should be enforced
by the a State department entrusted to protect the mining environments11. This department offers
technical assistance to the “Plan for Risk Mitigation and Rehabilitation of the Environment”,
abbreviated (in French) as the “PAR”, to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), and to the
Mining Projects Environmental Management Plan, “PGEP”12 .
In the interest of strengthening mechanisms for protection of the environment and the rights of local
communities, the legislature passed a law guaranteeing everyone the right to a healthy environment
propitious for their full development13,and the government was to take suitable measures to prevent,
mitigate and eliminate any harmful effects on the environment and public health of chemicals and
persistent organic pollutants14 .
In practical terms, it is to claim compensation for the losses caused by the Sino-Congolese mining
company to the environment and the communities, whose efforts are on-going, that AFREWATCH
has conducted an investigation to bring up to date the effects of the dumping of various toxic
chemicals that became flammable once they made contract with the river.
Based on the results of this investigation, AFREWATCH will collaborate with the coalitions of the
international and domestic nongovernmental organisations to lead an advocacy campaign to hold
the company liable for reparations for all the losses caused to both the inhabitants and the
environment.

9

https://www.radiookapi.net/2015/11/16/actualite/economie/rdc-la-sicomines-envisage-de-produire-125-000-tonnes- par
http://www.congomines.org/system/attachments/assets/000/000/604/original/Rapport-d_C3_A9valuation-des-im- pacts-de-laSicomines-sur-les-droits-humains-_C3_A0-Kolwezi.pdf?1430929364
11
Article 14: From the Department of Mines
12
Article 15: From the Department in charge of Protection of the Mining Environment
13
The Law regarding fundamental principles of the environment; article 46 - Every person has the right to a healthy
environment propitious for their full development. Everyone has a duty to defend that right by personal or collective action
through all legal means.
10

14

The Law regarding fundamental principles of the environment; Article 53 - The government shall take suitable measures to
prevent, mitigate and eliminate any harmful effects on the environment and public health of chemicals, hazardous pesticides, and
persistent organic pollutants.
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2. Value of the investigation
On 7 September 2016, at around 3:00 pm, when the Sicomines dumped toxic substances into the
Luilu river, loud explosions were heard along the river. The acid caused tremendous damage and
exposed thousands of inhabitants in the Sapatelo, Yenge, Noa and Sept stinging odours and dense,
heavily-loaded smoke given off, and to the risks of poisoning by eating infected fish.
Despite the lack of an investigation to ascertain the negative effects of this toxic substance , there
was sufficient evidence exposing the following damages: burned crops, dead fishes by poison in the
ponds and the Luilu river, sick children and women - some of them pregnant, as well as adults and
the elderly, headaches, dizziness, abdominal and chest pain, bleeding and severe cases of bloody
diarrhoea15 .
In the evenings of 8 and 9 September 2016, the governor of the province of Lualaba broadcasted a
press release over the local Kolwezi radio and TV stations (in Palmier and Manika) prohibiting
populations living along the Luilu river to use its waters since they were unfit for human
consumption. Sicomines gave the same instruction to the populations of Noa on September 7, 2016.
On Monday, September 12, 2016, a three-party meeting16 was held at the governor’s office of the
Lualaba province gathering political and administrative authorities, civil society from Luilu and a
Sicomines. Participants put in place a committee to assess the situation. Unfortunately, no timetable
was defined for that commission’s work and even the results of its investigation were never released
to the public.
In reality, the negative effects of Sicomines mining exploitation disrupted the socio-economic life
of the riverside communities who lost their hopes compared to the time the company started off.
For this reason, AFREWATCH published a press release denouncing the destruction of the
inhabitants’ fields and the pollution of the Luilu river by Sicomines. The investigations reveal that
the dumping incident happened due to a technical failure in the handling of toxic chemicals, which
flowed through a pipeline from a Sicomines’ industrial facility into the Luilu River. When these
substances came into contact with the river waters, there were loud explosions lasting nearly an
hour that were heard by the inhabitants of Yenge, Sapatelo and Noa. AFREWATCH thus issued
strong recommendations for clean-up, repairs and compensation for the victims.
A joint committee comprised of agents from the provincial government and legislature, and
members of Lualaba civil society, visited the area to inspect the damage and produced an ad hoc
situation report. The report should have laid down criteria for a good compensation for the victims.

15

AFREWATCH press release issued on 19 September 2016
The three-party meeting held at the governor’s office and chaired by the provincial governor, included the presence of the
Provincial Minister of the Environment, the mayor of that city, the mayor of the town of Dilala, Luilu civil society representatives,
and a Sicomines delegation led by its CEO.
16
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Most regrettably, very few victims have received fixed sums in the form of compensation.
AFREWATCH investigated the situation to prepare advocacy actions for the victims; the
investigation updated the situation regarding the impact of Sicomines on communities.

3. Brief presentation of the Sicomines
The Sicomines project is the result of win-win diplomatic contacts between the DRC and the
Republic of China. Under this mining agreement Sicomines is entitled to exploit ores while building
new infrastructures in the DRC
Founded in December 2007, Sicomines is a company that mainly mines cobalt and copper in the
new province of Lualaba, a former entity of the former province of Katanga. According to its
articles of incorporation (2007), it is a shareholder company with limited liability, created under
Chinese and Congolese capital for an initial period of 30 years 17 . Its shareholders include
Gécamines, with a 32% share, and a Chinese consortium, with a 68% share18 .

Other Chinese entities, such as the Exim Bank, which is a Chinese government financial institution
and the main provider of funding for Sicomines, even though it did not sign the agreement, and the
Chinese Business Council19, played a major role in setting up the project.
Two parties were involved in the implementation of this collaborative agreement; on one side the
DRC Office for Coordination of the Sino-Congolese Programme (BCPSC)20 oversees the activities
and on the other side a consortium of Chinese companies ( China Railway Group Limited,
17

Collaborative agreement between the RDC and the Chinese consortium: China Railway Group Ltd, SinoHydro Corporation
for the development of a mining project and infrastructure project in the RDC.
18

http://www.congomines.org/system/attachments/assets/000/000/604/original/Rapport-d_C3_A9valuation-des-impacts-de-la-Sicomines-sur-les-droits-humains-_C3_A0-Kolwezi.pdf?1430929364
19

http://static.tijd.be/pdf/congochina.pdf

20

static.tijd.be/pdf/congochina.pdf 22 avr. 2008 - concerning the development of a mining project and a ... the RDC,
represented for purposes of the present 1.2.1 the Chinese consortium undertakes to mobilise and ...infrastructure works will
be the subject of a special contract.
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Sinohydro Corporation et Zhejiang Huayou Cobalt)21.
The funding linked to both development of the mine and construction of the infrastructure is subject
to prior approval by the National Commission on Development and Reform in China, which is a
Chinese government institution22 .
Following eight years of study and prospection, the annual production of Sicomines is estimated at
125,000 tons of copper23 .
However, according to Agence Ecofin, “the proven reserves of the copper mine owned by
Sicomines were revised downwards, from 10,000,000 to 6.8 million tons. And, in 2008, the DRC
granted Sicomines the exploitation licence, whereby the investment cost required to develop the
mine amounts to some 3 billion dollars in return for the construction of schools, roads and
railways”24.

21

Collaborative agreement between the RDC and the Chinese consortium: China Railway Group Ltd, SinoHydro
Corporation for the development of a mining project and infrastructure project in the RDC.
22
In Amendment no. 3, point C, one can clearly see the participation of the Chinese Business Council in setting up
both the mining and infrastructure projects
23
http://www.radiookapi.net/2015/11/16/actualite/economie/rdc-la-sicomines-envisage-de-produire-125-000-tonnes- par
24
http://www.agenceecofin.com/cuivre/2705-11210-rd-congo-les-reserves-prouvees-de-la-mine-de-cuivre-de-sico- minesrevues-a-la-baisse
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III. INVESTIGATION METHODS
1. Description of the inhabitants covered by the investigation
The investigation consisted in speaking with people involved in the incident, specifically the local
communities in the affected areas (Sapatelo, Noa, Yenge and Sept). In addition, the AFREWATCH
team inspected various places affected by the toxicity of the chemical substances. Furthermore, a
number of government agencies, including the Ministry of the Environment and the Lualaba
Provincial Assembly, reacted to the concerns over this incident.
AFREWATCH’s request to meet with Sicomines officials was unsuccessful; the investigation team
received no answer25 .
Here is an outline of the people AFREWATCH met with during the investigation; they represent all
of the places affected by the incident as well as representatives of the government and the
company:

Entité

Men

Women Total

NOA
YENGE
SAPATELO
SEPT
JOINT COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY AND CIVIL
SOCIETY

9
11
1
3
2

2
5
1
0
1

11
16
2
3
3

Total

26

9

35

4

In total, AFREWATCH interviewed 35 persons. Beside affected villages, the table above includes
members of the joint commission of enquiry set up by the Lualaba provincial government to assess
the consequences of the incident.

2. Data collection methods
Discussions with all of the above-mentioned persons were conducted in the form of interviews
through which information was collected. In addition, AFREWATCH visited affected places to
consolidate the proofs and views expressed during the discussions.
The above table show the four villages which are crossed by the Luilu river (called otherwise
Katapula) along which communities have vegetable gardens and to which Sicomines discharges
chemical waste26.
25

Letter no. 039/2016, dated 22/12/2016, to the Director of the Sicomines Legal Affairs department in Kolwezi
to request a meeting.

26

Sicomines discharges waste into the Luilu river which, in turn, pours its waters into the Lualaba river, as shown
in the illustration on page 19.
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In addition, the investigation team collected documents and took pictures which could be categorised
as follows:


Letters sent to political and administrative officials (governor, legislature, ministries)



Photos related to the disaster



Video on the incident that Sicomines caused



List of victims

For this investigation, AFREWATCH started gathering the information when the incident occurred
till field investigation in various affected areas.
In practice, our investigation used a participatory method with three key parties involved in the
implementation of the mining project, i.e. the local communities, government agencies and
company officials. Along with those, we added the legislators of the Lualaba provincial assembly.
This approach enabled local communities affected whose gardens burned to identify cases and
provide information on the failure of the compensation process.
In practice, the investigation team collected data and information from a number of sources,
including legal statutes regulating the mining sector in the DRC, Sicomines contract and its
Amendment no. 3. The team also analysed mails between local communities, government agencies
and the company.
Populations contributed to the investigation by providing their views and testimonies regarding the
effects of the pollution on their vegetable gardens. In total, 35 people were interviewed and made
forthright statements.
However Sicomines was not available to discuss about the incident; AFREWATCH sent a letter
requesting a meeting but the team did not receive any feedback from the company. Nevertheless the
investigation relied on Sicomines responses made during meetings with state and company officials.
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IV. DUMPING OF CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES INTO THE LUILU
RIVER BY SICOMINES
1. Scope of the problems
On the night of 8-9 September 2016, a technical problem occurred at the Sicomines plant and
caused the spill of a chemical substance into the Luilu river.
The acid was carried off by the river waters to the Lualaba river and thus crossed through several
villages. A few hours after the incident occurred, local community members informed
AFREWATCH about the damage caused. The statements we received on this matter converge:
nearly everyone said they had noticed the effects of the incident on the morning of 9 September
2016.
One inhabitant of Luilu stated they had seen a blackish substance floating down the Luilu river. The
investigation team also watched a video made by a human rights activist showing the Luilu river,
where the water was unrecognisable due to the presence of a blackish substance extended over it.
That same finding was reported by witnesses the investigation team interviewed.
The chemical substances poured through a pipeline from a Sicomines, spilled into the Luilu river;
loud explosions were heard in next hour.
Villages located alongside the Luilu River were affected by the chemicals; horrible consequences
were recorded including property and health damage to the inhabitants of Yenge, Sapatelo (5,000+
inhabitants), Noa (1000+ inhabitants) and Sept (~150 inhabitants).
These villages are located at distances of, respectively, 5, 7, 10 and about 45 km from the Sicomines
facilities.
The investigation shows that the inhabitants suffered, for several hours, from acrid odours and
dense smoke given off by the explosion in Sapatelo.
The water of the Luilu river and in local wells was poisoned. Many hectares of vegetables (cabbage,
onions, tomatoes, spinach, carrots, peppers and amaranth) dried out in Noa by subsequent use of
irrigation waters.
In Sapatelo, fields of cabbage, onions, tomatoes, spinach and amaranth were burn.
In the village of Sept, fishes died because of due to the toxicity of chemical. In terms of public
health, more than 30 people, including 15 children and 4 pregnant women were directly affected in
the above-mentioned villages. People who by mistake consumed dead fishes or vegetables suffered
from cough, nose bleeds, and bloody diarrhoea as the case in the village of Sept.
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Following severe consequences due to the incident, the governor of the Lualaba province released a
an official communiqué forbidding the inhabitants of Sapatelo and Noa to use polluted water from
the Luilu river; the message was broadcast, on September 8 and 9, 2016, over local Kolwezi radio
and TV stations (Palmier and Manika),.
Though a message has been sent out through media, no effective preventive measures had been
taken by local officials, specifically the Department for the Protection of the Mining Environment
(DPEM). In order to mitigate or eliminate the toxicity of the substance spilled into the Luilu river,
Sicomines poured lime into it, which unfortunately did not produce the desired results since
damages have already occurred.
Subsequently, Sicomines representatives initiated talks with the traditional leader of the Noa village
to alert the inhabitants that they should not use water from the river and that they would be taken
care of in terms of drinking water while awaiting complete clean-up of the river.
Unfortunately, since the incident happened, affected communities have not received any assistance
from Sicomines; no significant initiative has been taken to help the victims. Sicomines occasionally
supplied insufficient waters to inhabitants of Noa and Yenge. Due to the scarcity of waters,
populations in Yenge had no choice but to use rain waters or travel 5 km to get waters at the Kaya
source, and the inhabitants of Noa had to seek water from a source in Kamilembe, located 3 km.

Sicomines dumps its chemical waste directly into the Luilu river from this channel,on this photo.

2. Communities living along the Luilu River
The investigation focused on communities living along the Luilu river and who have been affected
by the dumping of the chemicals from Sicomines. Target areas are: Sapatelo, Noa, Yenge and
Village Sept. Sapatelo is located in Luilu which is aresidential area belonging to Gécamines
workers; it is about 10 km from the city of Kolwezi. Noa is situated at 4 km away from Luilu; this
village is governed by the traditional leader Chief Noa. There are around 430households and 2,400
inhabitant living mainly on agriculture27. The Yenge village is located at 7km away from Luilu; it is
near the Sicomines plant, upstream on the Luilu river, and has 83 households. Lastly, the village of
Sept is located 40 km from Kolwezi, downstream on the Luilu river and near the Lualaba river. Sept
has 32 households and some 150 inhabitants.
27

Statements received from the Noa tradional leader speaking about the Sicomines incident
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Luilu River

Congo River

Illustration of villages affected by chemicals poured into the Luilu river
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V. NEGATIVE EFFECTS OF THE INCIDENT AND PROBLEMS
CAUSED
1. Negative effects of the pollution
A. Presentation of the facts

Environmental impact assessment plans for mining projects often underestimate potential health
risks of such projects. However, those projects use toxic substances that are harmful to human
health. Once those hazardous substances are in contact with the water, the air or the soil, they may
produce terrible health effects. They may cause death or horrible deseases dur to the high level
toxicity found in them. This constitutes a significant danger to human health or the environment if
the substances are not properly handled28.
The Sicomines incident caused a number of health-related diseases; testimonies from populations
revealed that dozens of persons, including pregnant women and children, were affected.
In addition people who inadvertently came into contact with contaminated waters, suffered from
headaches and bleeding. Victims stated that they did not they had received no assistance or
compensation after having been profoundly harmed by the incident29 .
Worst still, field visits of the joint commission of enquiry did not cover all villages while it was
entrusted to investigate the matter from Sicomines down to Congo river. Populations’ testimonies
revealed that the joint commission of enquiry visited only Noa, Yenge and Sapatelo because these
areas are located in the neighbourhood of Luilu and near the company’s plants.
Regarding States business obligations, the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and
Human rights call up on governments to protect and respect human rights and to consider remedies
and reparation for the victims30.
The investigation team analysed how well the situation was managed including assessing the level
of assistance for the victims such as healthcare, compensation and waters decontamination. The
findings show that the DRC government did not protect its citizens as required; no appropriate
measure was taken to prevent Sicomines from infringing community’s rights.

28

www.environnement.gov.ma/fr/strategies-et...risques/impact-sanitaire-pollution?id.

29

Meeting with the assistant district chief of the village of Sept in January 2017

30

http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/politique-etrangere-de-la-france/diplomatie-economique-etcommerce-exterieur/peser-sur-le-cadre-de-regulation-europeen-et-international-dans-le-sens-de-nos/lengagement-de-la-france-pour-la- responsabilite-sociale-des-entreprises/les-referentiels-internationaux-et-laparticipation-de-la-france-a-leur/article/ les-principes-directeurs-du-conseil-des-droits-de-l-homme-des-nationsunies-sur
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B. Socio-economic effects

a) Consequences regarding access to water
Access to clean water was a problem that communities faced when Sicomines poured chemicals
into the Luilu river. Due to the high risk of contamination and public health, the governor of the
province of Lualaba prohibited the populations of Sapatelo, Noa, Yenge and Sept to consume the
river’s waters.
Under such circumstances, Sicomines should have provided clean water to all villages affected by
the incident. However the company merely supplied clean water to inhabitants of Noa between 9
and 26 September 2016 on an irregular basis. Populations were served by a tank truck, twice a day.
Since then, populations had received no further service. Furthermore, populations in Noa did not get
enough water supply; they were forced to fetch source waters at Kamilembe, located at 3 km away.
The inhabitants of Yenge stated that they had received a tank truck of water on 3 different days on
9, 12 and 15 September 2016. A community leader stated that populations abandoned 5 wells
because their waters became unfit to drink. When this assistance ended, populations had no choice
but to consume rain waters or seek source water at Kaya located about 5km.
Populations deplored the poor assistance from the government and Sicomines; the lack of clean
water had an impacted on communities farms and public health. Furthermore wells were not
decontaminated; therefore populations could not water their farms.
The decision prohibiting the inhabitants to use water from the Luilu river and certain wells was a
good news. However, the inhabitants lamented that the government had not provided an alternative
means of supplying them with clean water. They were thus forced to travel several kilometres to
obtain clean water.
b) Consequences regarding agricultural activities
Taking care of farms was the main concern of affected communities whom the investigation team
spoke. Farming is the main means of subsistence for affected communities; it allow them to face
livelihood expenses including paying school fees for the kids, supporting medical care, buying
cloths… The problems were raised in three forms during our interviews with the victims: there was
a risk of contaminating farms using polluted waters; a sharp drop in earnings due to the
contamination of farms; and compensation for the victims.
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These problems were mainly faced by the farmers in Sapatelo, Noa and Yenge. As mentioned
earlier, over 4 hectares of vegetables (cabbage, onions, tomatoes, spinach, carrots, peppers and
amaranth fruit, mainly in Noa) were charred by the flames that were provoked due to the presence
of chemicals on the Luilu River.
In Sapatelo, an entire hectare of cabbages, onions, tomatoes, spinach and amaranth fruit was charred
and destroyed. This incident caused food shortage in affected areas.
Regarding the Sicomines social responsibility, the company in collaboration with state officials
should have sought other lands for the victims and provide these with technical assistance in
handling farms.

2. Problems caused by the pollution
A. Public health problems

Populations endured health problems due to the incident. Testimonies from the victims revealed
that the inhabitants of Noa suffered for about 5 days from bloody diarrhoea, headaches, coughing,
colds, and nose bleeds; and pregnant women were affected by the contaminated waters31.
The victims said that they had received no health assistance from the government, and even less so
from the Sicomines company32. In contrast, that had to support medical care at their own expense at
the nearest healthcare centres33.
The populations of Yenge endured the same health problems; they testified that they were victims
of diarrhoea, vomiting, spontaneous abortions and eye disorders for which no health care had been
provided34
In the village of Sept, located at the junction of the Luilu and Lualaba rivers, there were no victims
at the side of Lualaba River. However, the families living along the Luilu river side were indeed
affected; an inhabitant of Sept testified as follows “ten people in my cousin’s family living on the
side of the Luilu river suffered from diarrhoea because they ate dead fishes”35
However Sapatelo was not concerned by health problems; its populations consume waters located
far away from the Luilu river.

31

Meeting with Noa inhabitants in January 2017.

32

Meeting with Noa inhabitants in January 2017.

33

The victims of the health problems mentioned were treated, at their own expense, at the Maman
Godelieve, Uzima and Salama health clinics.

34
35

Meeting with Yenge inhabitants in January 2017
Meeting with the assistant district chief of the village of Sept in January 2017
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B. Concerns relating to the care and compensation for the victims

The Congolese government should have applied national and international laws regarding medical
care and compensation for the victims of the incident.
Communities were not included in any decision related to the compensation process. In this regards
they were not able to comprehend the government calculations to fix the compensation amount. In
addition these amounts were critically reduced by Sicomines. This clearly shows that the
compensation process was not done according to the principles of free, prior and informed consent.
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VI. ROLES OF STATE OFFICIALS AND THE JOINT
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
1. The role of local authorities
The government’s role in the process of identifying and compensating the victims
was not clearly defined.
It became clear that public officials, especially the governor, were aware of the bad effects of
incident when they prevented populations living along the Luilu river from consuming waters,
fishes and vegetables.
The day after the incident, the provincial government of Lualaba took measures to prevent
aggravation of the consequences of the incident. People testified that messages were broadcasted on
TV and radio prohibiting consumption of vegetables farmed along the Luilu river. The assistant
chief of the Sept village said he had heard such a prohibition on the radio, and inhabitants of Noa
attested the communication was made by Mr Florent Mumba the head of the health district for
Luilu.
The investigation team found that no provincial officials had visited the area to meet with the
affected communities. In contrast, it was the victims who, in attempting to have their claims heard,
had several times sought to meet with officials in vain. The victims were thus frustrated; they felt
abandoned because their concerns had been overlooked.
Following the involvement of public officials, a joint commission of inquiry was finally put in place
and talks started with the victims. Unfortunately, the investigation could not be undertaken as
expected and therefore the victims could not have been assisted.

2. Role and critical analysis of the work of the joint commission of inquiry
A few days after the incident occurred, the Lualaba provincial government set up a joint
commission of inquiry that was comprised representatives of the provincial government, the civil
society and the Kolwezi public prosecutor’s office.
The commission’s mission consisted in documenting the consequences following the discharge of
chemicals by Sicomines into the Luilu River on September 9, 2016; these effects included the
alteration of the environment and health issues that affected the inhabitants of Sapatelo, Yenge, Noa
and Sept.
According to statements by Mr Florent Mumba, the commission was instructed to produce a survey
of the areas affected by the incident, ranging from Sicomines’ land to the Luilu river, which flows
into the Lualaba river. It was entrusted to document the facts in each village crossed by the Luilu
river up to place where it flows into the river. He said that the commission had performed all the
tasks and had released a public report to that end.
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However, AFREWATCH’s investigation team found a number of inconsistencies in the
affirmations of the chairman of the joint commission of enquiry. He stated that a final report had
been made public, but no copy of that report exists. AFREWATCH found no evidence that proves
the existence of such report, and the Kolwezi civil society which took part in talks only heard about
it but has never seen.
In this respect, it was hard to evaluate the work of the joint commission of enquiry without the
report. Therefore, the only way the investigation team could verify the work of the commission was
to compare the chairman’s statements with the testimonies by the inhabitants and with facts
observed on the field visits.
According to the chairman, Mr Florent Mumba36, the commission visited all of villages crossed by
the Luilu River in order to document the damage and losses. However, AFREWATCH’s
investigation team found that the commission did not reach the village of Sept; populations of Sept
revealed that they had received no such visit. This inconsistency undermines the credibility of the
commission’s work since all the affected areas by the incident were not covered.

36

Interview with Mr Florent Mumba, coordinator of the joint commission of inquiry
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VII. SICOMINES ATTEMPTS TO REHABILITATE THE
AFFECTED SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
1. Considerations
Sicomines should have repaired all damage caused to the environment and to persons, as required
by national and international legislations regarding corporate environmental responsibility.
Exim Bank that finances Sicomines believes that the environmental monitoring and assessment of
projects or investments should be done according to the standards of the International Finance
Company (SFI)37. And yet, the SFI recommends that companies adopt an Environmental and Social
Management Plan, based on which they can “treat and mitigate the risks and impacts identified
during the assessment, and seek to avoid, minimise the impact and adopt compensation
measures”38.
Based on the above instruments, Sicomines should have clean up the Luilu River and compensate
the victims. To date, the Exim Bank has taken no action compelling Sicomines to comply with such
regulations.

2. Decontamination of the physical environment
Article 49, of Law no. 11/009, of 9 July 2011, containing basic standards for protection of the
environment, stipulates that “it is forbidden to dump waste products or substances likely to
pollute the marine environment, to alter or degrade the quality of surface or underground
water, both on land and at sea, to harm their biological resources and coastal eco-systems, and
to endanger public health. Waste dumped into the water comprises any spills, effluents,
discharges, immersion or the direct or indirect depositing of any solid, liquid or gaseous
substance. These are subject to regulations relating prohibition, declaration or authorisation”.
Sicomines infringed these provisions by discharging chemicals.
As a result, a Sicomines poured lime to reduce the toxicity of the chemical substance the Luilu
River39; however this effort was insignificant because it was done too late whereas the substances
had already flowed down the river. This action had no effect since the biological resources and
other eco-systems had already been exterminated. The chemicals affected vegetables and crops that
populations were consuming.
The investigation team found that Sicomines did not take any strong decontamination measure since
the soil was still undermined by chemicals. Yet the above-mentioned national law no. 11/009
requires reparations, and that all costs relating to the prevention, contending and reducing the
pollution, or rehabilitating affected sites supported by the polluter40. Investigations reveal that dead
37

Environmental and Social Due Diligence Procedures and Guidelines June 27, 2013 as revised December 12,
2013, article 11
38
The Equator Principles, 2013; http://www.equatorprinciples.com/resources/equator_principles_french_2013.pdf
39
Interviews conducted with Mr Florent Mumba on January4, 2017
40
Article 12, of law no. 11/009, of 9 July 2011, containing basic standards for protection of the environment. The
costs incurred for the prevention, for combating pollution and reducing it, or for the rehabilitation of polluted sites
are to be borne by the polluter.
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fishes that were found dead following the incident were unhealthy to be consumed.

On the left, two inhabitants of the village of Yenge showing a canal and pipeline through which Sicomines’ waste are
poured into the Luilu river. On the right, an inhabitant of the village of Sept deplores the quality of the Luilu river
waters at downstream.

3. Analysis of the situation
Following the discharge of chemicals into the Luilu River41, Sicomines should have ensured that the
River is decontaminated the soonest in order to prevent any potential damage. Mr Florent Mumba42
disclosed that, one day after the incident occurred, Sicomines poured lime into the river to reduce
the toxicity of the chemical substance; however populations claimed that their wells located along
the Luilu river were not cleaned up.
In reaction to a question about the pollution, Mr Florent Mumba43 claimed that Sicomines was not
the first company to pollute the Luilu River; the river’s waters were already polluted by Gécamines.
He added that Sicomines poured lime into the river to reduce the toxicity of the waters but not to
depollute it.
The waters of the Luilu River had been polluted for many years and declared unfit for human
consumption. Victims’ testimonies indeed affirmed that the fields of the inhabitants of Sapatelo,
Yenge, Noa and Sept were located along the Luilu river. One of them said: “we prefer to use wells
dug next to the river to water our field; because of this incident, we no longer know whether
that water can be used for our vegetables and what might happen to us latter 44”44.
In reality the lime poured onto the Luilu River served to decrease the acidity of chemicals and
prevent the contamination of wells due to waters infiltration.

4. Compensation for the victims
Victims are entitled to indemnification and compensation for all losses of goods and assets. The
indemnities and compensations to be paid shall be determined by government experts in compliance
41

Statements made by Mr Florent Mumba
Mr Florent Mumba speaking as the chairman of the joint commission of inquiry
43
Mr Florent Mumba speaking as the chairman of the joint commission of inquiry
44
Statements taken from inhabitants of the villages of Yenge and Sept on 4 January 2017
42
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with domestic legislations45.
In addition, the Article 281 of the 2002 Mining Code stipulates that “Any occupation of land that
deprives those entitled to use of the soil, and any change that makes the land unfit for farming, shall
imply, for the rights holder or implementer of the mining and/or quarry rights, at the request of the
rights holders to the land and at their convenience, the obligation to pay a fair indemnity
corresponding to either the rent or the value of the land during its occupation, plus half of that sum”.
On this basis, Sicomines should indemnify everyone affected by the incident that occurred on
September 7, 2016. Given that the substances flowed from Sicomines into the Luilu river, which
feeds the ponds, vegetable gardens and farmers’ fields in the villages of Sapatelo, Noa, Yenge and
Sept, all the victims in those villages should be compensated.
The investigation proves, unfortunately, that the work done by the so-called joint commission of
inquiry did not cover all of the areas affected by the incident. People found in Sept said that they
had never seen any member of the commission in their area. This means that the commission’s
results are biased.
However, according to some members of the commission, only the inhabitants of Sapatelo were
affected by the incident. They were thus the only ones concerned by the compensation for their
destroyed fields and, furthermore, the only ones visited by the commission.
Given the eligibility criteria for compensation, the nature of the incident and the environment where
it occurred, commission’s consultations should have taken place in a much broader framework and
with substantial community input. That would have required the presence of officials from
Sicomines, representatives of the affected communities, the victims, local officials and traditional
leaders of the communities. Government agencies are to determine the scales and rates of
indemnification and the means of payment of the indemnities and compensation for all losses
incurred. In the case at hand, the eligibility criteria for compensation are unknown.
According to Mr Florent Mumba, it seems that some villages were not affected by the incident and
were thus not concerned by the compensations. Based on no factual considerations, especially since
the joint commission inquiry did not visit those villages, that argument was directly contradicted by
the inhabitants of Noa and Sept, where there were also victims of the incident.

45

Guidelines on procedures for the expropriation, indemnification, displacement or relocation
of communities affected by mining projects in the DRC, published by the POM, December 2015
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5. Overview of the compensation
The investigation team identified 24 victims who were compensated; they all had farming activities
Sapatelo neighbourhood district. Synoptic
Number of victims
identified

Types of farming

Amount
in US$

9 persons lost fruit trees
due to flames

Fruit trees: mangoes,
oranges, mandarin,
avocado; pawpaw

15 persons lost their
gardens due to flames

Tomatoes,
cabbages etc.

Varying
between
95$ and
2067$

onions,

The highest amount paid was $2,067 to one victim, who had lost 30 banana trees and 1 avocado
tree; and the lowest amount was $95 to a person who had lost 2 plots of amaranth.
Investigation conducted by AFREWATCH shows that the amount set by the commission did not
take into account either market prices of the agricultural products, or even the scale set by the
Article 281 of the Mining Code regarding compensation. This means that the paid amounts did not
take into account all the aspects regarding a lost property, especially the sacrifices made by the
owner, the usefulness of the goods, the affective value between the owner and the goods, and the
social and anthropological bonds. This was the case of the fruits and vegetables, and the fruit trees,
which could have produced substantial revenue for their owners during their entire life. The
compensation amounts varied between $95 for the amaranth gardens to $2065 for the fruit trees.
The incapacity to hold a fair process in consulting local communities showed the Congolese
government failure to ensure that the victims were properly consulted and had effective input into
the compensation process. Calculations made by the president of the informal association of
Sapatelo horticulturists (aka Maendeleo) show that the sale value of the products from their fields
would have been $17,000, but the members of that association received only a collective amount of
$5,000 as compensation.
The above-mentioned problems have had a real and sustained negative effect on the daily life of the
affected communities. By losing their gardens, the inhabitants of Noa have lost their crops including
pistachios, beans, manioc, groundnuts and other crops.
In the village of Yenge, the investigation team surveyed 30 farmers who said they would have a
hard time to survive after the destruction of their gardens. Some families can no longer get enough
to eat since their vegetable gardens were their main source of revenue. Three women farmers in
Yenge stated that [previously] they were able to sell their crops to purchase medications and to
support school fees for their kids. In Sapatelo, a 66-year old man, who asked to remain anonymous,
expressed that after the end of his career at Gécamines, farming was his only means of subsistence
that enabled him to feed himself and and his family. In his case, he was earning his living from
agriculture.
In the villages of Yenge, Sapatelo, Noa and Sept, and in surrounding areas, there are more women
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farmers than men. Most of them are now unemployed because of the destruction of their fields and
the soil; their concerns were not considered and the gender approach was ignored by Sicomines and
the Congolese government. The inhabitants of these villages have been demanding fair and
equitable compensation based on the worth of their plants, the affective value between them and
their goods and the social and anthropological bonds.
Following the work of the joint commission of enquiry, only the inhabitants of Sapatelo were
chosen for compensation because their vegetable gardens were consumed by fire 46. This
interpretation clearly excludes victims from other places and ignores the pollution of the Luilu
river.
According to the same source, compensation was paid only to the victims in Sapatelo, of which 24
people in total were compensated by Sicomines on 7 October 2016.
The chairman of the joint commission of inquiry told the investigation team that all problems
regarding the incident were solved, all of the victims were compensated; therefore this case was
closed.
However, the victims in Sapatelo contest this modest compensation paid and have expressed their
anger with Sicomines.
In their discussions with the AFREWATCH investigation team, the victims said they would have
preferred that the compensation applies to their association rather than individual persons47. The
members of that association practices communal farming and knew what each person contributed,
and they thus wanted the association to be compensate rather than individual persons. This
unofficial farmers’ cooperative denounced the fraudulent practices of the compensation process
since those who received payment had to sign a document that they were not allowed to carry away
or even obtain a copy of. The absence of any proof of payment thus seems to justify the absence of
transparency in the modest amounts paid to a few victims and that Sicomines sought to hide.

46

Statement by Mr Florent Mumba speaking as the chairman of the joint commission of inquiry

47

Statement by the president of the Sapatelo Maendeleo Association of 15 vegetable farmers
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VI. LIABILITY AND SICOMINES’ ROLE IN MANAGING THE
INCIDENT
1. Analysis of the Sicomines company’s role
A. Sicomines’ legal standing vs that of the local inhabitants

Various legal statutes govern the liabilities of mining companies in their relationships with the
communities affected by their investments. In the RDC, the Mining Code characterises one
population group affected by a mining project as dependent ”on the presence of a body of water on
or near the project land worked that is used as a source of clean water or water for subsistence
by a population group”48. Although the inhabitants living along the Luilu river do not directly
depend on its water for drinking and other household and farming needs, they preferred to dig their
wells along the river to take advantage of the shallowness to reach the water table. Those wells are,
in a fashion, an extension of the river, and in that sense the inhabitants of Yenge, Noa, Sapatelo and
Sept are affected by the Sicomines mining project.
Establishing a clear relationship between the mining project and the affected inhabitants is the key
condition for determining the mining company’s liability to the inhabitants.
Moreover, the above-mentioned national law containing basic standards for protection of the
environment requires that mining companies “develop and implement suitable industrial safety
measures and set up an emergency action plan describing the measures required to manage
industrial accidents and limit their effects on the environment and public health. This plan shall
be made known to competent local authorities and neighbouring inhabitants”49.
This provision concerns the development and distribution, by the company exploiting the natural
resources, of the emergency action plan in case of industrial accidents. We find that Sicomines did
not apply such an emergency action plan, if it had one, when the incident occurred. Statements by
the inhabitants and our own findings show that the company took no action in terms of
implementing emergency actions to mitigate the consequences of the incident and assist the victims.
B. Victims’ claims

Communities who were victims of the Sicomines incident have filed a number of plea actions to
obtain reparation for the damage incurred. In this regard the AFREWATCH investigation team
collected statements and documents from the inhabitants.
A few days following the incident, the inhabitants of Yenge set up a delegation that should have met
and spoke with the governor of the Lualaba province. They reported that their meeting was not
productive because, in their words: ”The governor told us sarcastically to harvest and eat our

48
49

Article 480 of the Mining Code of 2003: on inhabitants affected by the mining project
Article 40 of law no. 11/009, containing basic standards for protection of the environment
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manioc (cassava) tubers and then wait to see if we died”50. The inhabitants of Yenge then sent a
letter to Sicomines officials denouncing the company’s pollution of their water sources. This letter
is part of the enclosures of this report.
In another letter (attached) sent to Sicomines in September 2016, the village chiefs
of Yenge and Noa described their sufferings since the incident occurred and expressed their claims.
Here are a few extracts from that letter: The inhabitants affected demand that Sicomines provides
fair compensation to the victims of the pollution in Yenge and Noa, drill new wells in the villages
affected by the pollution, and recommend that the government of the province of Lualaba ensure to
clean up of the Luilu river and supervise indemnification of the victims by Sicomines.
The inhabitants of the village of Sapatelo took measures to claim fair compensation after
denouncing the lack of transparency in the process of reparations to the victims for damage and
losses. Sapatelo was the only community to which Sicomines agreed to provide compensation, in an
arbitrary manner 51 .

The president of the Sapatelo Maendeleo Cooperative and her husband, explaining their horticultural activities

In turn, AFREWATCH met with the vice president of the Lualaba provincial assembly on 21 March
2017. During that meeting of nearly 1 hour, all the matters at hand were discussed, specifically the
reality of the pollution, the lack of transparency in the process of identifying and compensating the
victims, and the government’s failure to protect the rights of the communities. The assembly official
and AFREWATCH representatives reviewed the major problems surrounding the work of the joint
commission of inquiry. The official promised to involve the legislative body in the protection of the
rights of communities affected by the incident. In order to pursue these advocacy actions,
AFREWATCH requested meetings with Sicomines, state officials in the province of Lualaba for
clarification of the situation, specifically the provincial governor and minister of the environment.
Neither official responded to the request.

50

Reaction of the governor of Lualaba province during a meeting with the delegation from the village of Yenge

51

The Sapatelo Maendeleo Cooperative provided AFREWATCH with copies of the claims from their 15
members, sent to government and Sicomines officials to object to the arbitrariness in the process of evaluation of
property and compensation of the victims.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Since the release of chemicals into the Luilu river by Sicomines in September 2016, AFREWATCH
has closely monitored the process for compensating the victims and for reparation of the damage
and losses incurred by the inhabitants.
This investigation has explained the physical and human health aspects of the incident, and
examined the responsibilities of the Lualaba provincial government and the work of the joint
commission of inquiry.
The investigation has shown that Sicomines is liable for taking care of the victims, for their
compensation, and for cleaning up both the Luilu river and the contaminated soil. AFREWATCH’s
analysis was based on written documents and statements made by the victims.
Only the owners of the vegetable gardens in Sapatelo were taken into consideration for the
compensation operation because, according to Sicomines, their gardens were damaged by the fire
due to an explosion. However villages that were excluded from the compensation process reported
cases of contamination of their vegetable gardens. Furthermore, provincial authorities prohibited the
sale of crops from Yenge and Noa, for which Sicomines refused to compensate the victims; in
addition Sicomines provided potable water to the inhabitants of those villages when it was proven
that their wells were contaminated.
Meanwhile, in Sapatelo, the victims were compensated under deplorable conditions, not conducive
to transparency. Despite complaints by those who received payments, many irregularities were
reported in this respect. The victims were forced to sign documents without knowledge of their
contents, and anyone who protested was threatened with exclusion from the operation. There was no
logical relationship between the amounts paid and the damage and losses caused to the individual
gardens of the inhabitants. Those who received payments were not allowed to keep any evidence
that they had been paid.
As for the depollution of the Luilu river and, eventually, the surrounding soil, Sicomines said that it
spread lime into the river to mitigate the acidity of the chemical substance. That operation occurred
late and did not take into account the contaminated wells located near the river.
The assistance provided to the victims after the incident was deplorable: the inhabitants of Noa and
Yenge received tank truck of clean water respectively two and three times on an irregular basis.
Since then, they have had to travel long distances to get their clean water supply.
A number of households which lost their farms are living now in misery they have lost their means
of subsistence.
The current effects of the incident on the livelihood of communities are: contamination of the soil,
water table, fish ponds and vegetable gardens; the pollution of the Luilu river; and on-going health
problems, especially in the village of Sept.
This investigation has confirmed that the legal and regulatory statutes governing the protection of
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the socio-economic environment and compensation of the local communities were violated,
and the joint commission of inquiry did not comply with the standards set for reparations and compensation.
Meanwhile, AFREWATCH detected the following contradictions regarding Sicomines’ actions, the
work of the joint commission of inquiry, and the government’s intervention:
• Although the provincial Lualaba government did not compensate the victims of Yenge and
Noa by Sicomines, it prevented those communities from consuming their horticultural
products. That decision confirms that the chemical substance had negative consequences for
which the victims deserved to receive assistance.
• The joint commission of inquiry set up by the provincial government said it investigated the
effects of the dumping of acid from the Sicomines land down to the the Congo (Lualaba)
river. AFREWATCH learned from the victims that this commission has never visited the
village of Sept, where the waters of the Luilu flow into the Lualaba and where harmful effects
were also found. AFREWATCH investigators reached that distant place.
• The joint commission of inquiry affirmed that all the matters relating to the Sicomines
incident were solved and the case had been declared closed, whereas the victims are
continuing to claim their rights since not everyone was selected to receive compensation.
Given the above, AFREWATCH recommends that:

The Sicomines company should:
• identify and compensate all of the victims of the pollution without discrimination in Noa,
Sapatelo, Yenge and Sept; in this regards the compensation should reflect the value of the
property damaged.
The Congolese government should:
• ensure that Sicomines complies with the standards and rules on the protection of the
environment regarding mining exploitation;
• discharge the joint commission of inquiry which failed to investigate the matter as required;
• appoint a new commission that would investigate objectively the incident and facilitate the
compensation for all the victims,
• ensure that all the victims are compensated and all damage repaired .

The Exim Bank should:
• ensure thatSICOMINES complies with the recommendations of the IFC regarding corporate
environmental and social responsibility, and take appropriate measures on the company for
failing to assist the victims.
The Communities should:
•

form a committee that should initiate talks with state and company officials regarding compensation for
the victims
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The NGO’s should:

• assist the victims through the claim process .
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ANNEXES
1. AFREWATCH Press Release N°02/AFREWATCH-ADDL-IBGDH/09/2016

2. Joint letter from the communities of Noa and Sapatelo

3. Letter from the village of Yenge

4. List of the victims in Sapatelo
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